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Dear Mr. Curee,

As of this date (Apr 23, 81) the National Student & Ma Arts has not reassigned me (as per your letter of June 2, 81 to my attorney Mr. Sturgeon) or your letter of June 3, 81 to Senator Hatches — despite weekly requests from me. Please help.

N.S.A. has refused a few of my requests and sent them on from chapter, some without restoration forms, but that is all officially.

They keep unofficially unofficially saying they will comply in part, but do not cooperate. They have refused or ignored pleas for ethical reports. The spontaneous nature of the file with its file description is now a complete Omission. (The file is not a letter saying no file description ever concluded, I am not). They have refused me intent on the money withheld which I explained to them had been awarded by courts or others before.

They have refused travel, storage at relocation expenses, food and medical by their illegal acts; they have made inaccurates and excluded from written reports. I have been asked several times to see it, they say it is in the works (since some April 6th 7 months!). They have refused my request for just compensation and damages to the employers injuring her at less damages to a family by their illegal acts, which were called to their attention by me as early as 1979, but still-called by them.

I think you must agree we have waited a reasonable time, and

by accepting this pay and reimbursement if at any time, may I still file in court for injury and
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M. Kase to National Student & Ma Arts

RECEIVED
SEP 28 1981
despite my weakly activities to them, and
documented in writing as there were letters in collection
and answers hurried often by them acting more self-willed,
... they have sent my successful claim to Texas,
I ask you also assist us as your lawyer's fees
so it has been and is a shield by my attorney to
try to prevail in fact as he does on paper, and he still strives diligently as I do.

Frankly, I must return them good faith in this as the Endowment!

In my post, on your advice, on Senator Bell is to see President, in Senator Hatch's. That he visited with Secretary
while he was in Kentucky and my, as President Reagon's White House,
I have gone through channels and wanted for get him. While perfectly
protecting and letters each week. Still I have no job to go to as
no in-body to enable me to materialize myself in Washington,

I cannot even determine (is I do not have a proper
for changement) if I should apply for retirement or not until
they act to punish me. Thus, Even though they have suggested I look into the aspect, Judge
attorneys against repeats by finding me again in return if I do not retire as in his book
indications this. Please assist me, as it is 6 3/4 months since the formal mailing of

April 9th, 1971 as I am still not retired now, but The
recognized now for The
legacy taken as necessary
steps to make whole.“ As
successful applicant.

CC: [Name of recipient]
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